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Runge–Kutta pairs are effective if the difference of a pair gives an accurate
error estimate, and the propagated value has a small error. While better pairs
than those derived by Fehlberg [2] have been found [4], the number of stages
per step has remained almost unreduced. Recently, Khashin [3] developed
a numerical approach to solving the order conditions by formulating their
solution set as an algebraic variety. Among new families he obtained, that
of order p = 9, requires only 13 stages. The present work attempts a direct
approach to deriving such methods using linear dependence of subquadrature
expressions. The latter have been utilized in Butcher’s simplifying conditions
[1] for solving the order equations. The results admit rapid computation of
the coefficients, and matched methods to obtain Runge–Kutta pairs. The
stage-orders of these new pairs are lower, and unlike known pairs with stageorder p − 5, these new pairs yield reliable error estimates for all types of
problems. The focus of this work is the direct solution of the order conditions,
and it may be possible to apply the techniques developed to derive coefficients
for other types of explicit methods for treating initial value problems in
ordinary differential equations.
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* This development of this approach has been motivated by discussions with
John Butcher over many years.
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